SECURITY

IS IN OUR NATURE

ABOUT
TUTARÉ
Tutaré Risk Management is a fully licensed and
registered company providing risk management
and commercial security in Africa.
We deliver international standards providing a quality level
of service across our client portfolio. Tutaré has grown rapidly in size and have a proven track record and success in
Juba South Sudan and extending into Niger and the African
market. Our focus has remained on providing effective and
robust security services to humanitarian organisations,
embassies, financial institutions among other client sectors.

THE
COMPANY
STRATEGY
Our strategy is based on having a thorough understanding
of our client’s needs and the environment in which they
choose to conduct their business. Tutaré Risk Management
recognises that security is not a science, but an art and by
identifying this we know that one solution does not manage or mitigate all threats in all environments or situations.
Through our extensive knowledge and understanding we
are confident we can meet and where possible exceed our
client’s expectations.
SUCCESS
To ensure the continuous success and growth of the company we employ industry recognised standards, practises
and protocols. We also provide accredited training and
professional development for all of our staff. In doing so
we ensure not only we provide a safe and secure working
environment for our clients, but we provide a professional
structure for our own people.
Our localised success is not only to recognise the immediate environment and the threats that it may present,
but to engage with the local community at all levels and
establish strong localised partnering agreements. Through
this process we not only enhance the local community and
the economic situation, but we engage the local community
through continuous dialogue and community interaction.

DELIVERY
Our services are delivered in a timely, efficient, ethical and
effective manner. Our dedicated in country management
team remain fully engaged with our clients throughout
the duration of contract or task. Thus ensuring customer
requirements are satisfied.
We provide our clients a tailored personal communication
model that best suits them. This open communication not
only facilitates any requirement changes to be implemented in a timely manner but also allows for any immediate
concerns to be addressed.

COMPANY
FACTS
Numbers speak for themselves

30+
Years of combined management
experience in government and commercial contracting.

200+
Client personnel were provided security operational support
without injury, loss of life or equipment.

25+
Countries commercially managed projects by our team.

WHERE
WE SUPPORT
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH SUDAN
Tutaré Risk Management is a fully licensed and registered
security company based in Juba South Sudan. We are one
of the few security companies to be awarded the National
Security Clearance Certificate.

REPUBLIC OF NIGER
Tutaré Risk Management is incorporated in Niger to specialize
in supporting international business back into the regional
business sector.

REPUBLIC OF MALI
Our approach to working in Mali is based on the principles of
adopting a flexible approach, that is discreet, and avoidance
based.

SOUTH SUDAN
NIGER
MALI

OUR
PEOPLE
We recognise that our people are our most valuable asset
from frontline staff to administrative and logistical support
staff, all are held in the highest regard. Tutaré Risk Management prides itself on being an equal opportunities employer.
We believe that our robust, diverse and proven employment
structure enables us to deliver our product to the highest
standard through our people. Our continued investment
in our professional development structure allows each
employee progression and performance-based promotion
within the company. Tutaré’s management structure is
diverse in nature but equal in style and delivery. Our local
managers are not only responsible for the daily oversight
and management of our projects but are fully engaged
with capacity building, project planning and crisis and
incident response.

Selected on the basis
of previous experience
and confirmed reference
checks. All our staff
undergo initial,
continuation and
specialised personal
development training.

OUR
ETHOS
Our client-centric focus permits us to concentrate on supporting
the client in the achievement of their aims and goals. Our
results orientated approach is instilled in all our employees
who share our professionalism and dedication to succeed.
Our ongoing commitment to our staff, our technological,
our infrastructure development and our continued pursuit
of innovative solutions ensures we remain market leaders.

Embrace innovation,
commit to development
& achieve goals

OUR
SERVICES

SECURITY

TRAINING

Every service Tutaré provides is tailored to address the
specific risks facing our clients. Our staff are standing next
to you when decisions are made. When combined with our
cost-effective pricing and quality of delivery, Tutaré represents a truly unique capability unmatched by any other.

Tutaré Risk Management regards training as a critical aspect
of safe and successful operations in high-risk environments. Ensuring our own staff and our clients’ personnel
are effectively trained. This is a central element of both our
capability and our duty of care.

INFORMATION SERVICES

BUSINESS COMPLIANCE

Our guiding principle is that of information-led security.
Using local knowledge and in-country relationships, we

Our compliance sector brings together a unique set of
skills, qualifications and experience to enhance resilience

provide pro-active and threat-based security support for
our clients. We protect, facilitate, and advise our clients
constantly, adding value by monitoring threats daily and
adapting security configurations accordingly.

in client businesses, manage security risks utilising an
advanced and effective approach, and assist companies
to gain industry recognition and competitive advantage.

The only place
where you’ll get
robust and effective
security solutions.

EMBEDDED SECURITY MANAGERS
As part of our global reach, a key part of our consulting
services offer is providing clients with Embedded Security
Advisors (ESAs).
ESAs are subject-matter experts in their respective geographic areas of operation and the industry sectors they
support. Candidates are handpicked, based on strong
personal references and previous experience of working
with Tutaré Risk Management. The ESAs work within a client organization with support, where required, from Tutaré
management teams to provide a bespoke yet turnkey security solutions. Their focus ranges from analysing security
requirements and the broader company goals to working
closely with project teams to identify potential threats and
opportunities. They also ensure that there is a seamless

transition through the planning phases to the delivery of
security services.
Our subject matter experts can also include Medical, HSSE,
investigators and Training qualities and in some cases a
combination.
Fully embedded ESAs report directly to your management
team as a member of your company structure. The ESA will
enjoy the full reach-back of all Tutaré operational capabilities.
Our advisors are suited to large multi-national blue-chip
organisations or smaller NGO’s on a restricted or reduced
budget that employ our staff part time. Our ESA will truly
be one of your staff but benefits from links with Tutaré and
our company contacts and experience.

CLIENT
SECTORS
DIPLOMATIC
The complexity of the international threat landscape in today’s
world poses a boundless risk for governments operating
in high-risk, remote areas or emerging markets. We are a
trusted and proven company for over 10 countries operating in Africa that delivers protective services to safeguard
government missions’ either diplomatic, military or aid
oriented. Our customized security solutions are designed
allowing our customers the ability to remain focused on
their primary business within a secure environment.

NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS
NGO’s have been the pillar of support for Tutaré Management Group since we were founded. We understand
the nature and sensitivities of the work involved in sometimes extremely challenging environments. We work
extensively to enable and support programs offering a
highly cost-effective solution to all security, training and
logistic operations. Our training packages are always well
received offering in country knowledge and experience.

HUMANITARIAN ORGANIZATIONS
Tutaré can offer our customers a wide range of services,
methodologies and approaches. We promote a culture of
awareness, risk assessments, early warning and real-time
alerting, community stakeholder liaison, contingency planning and crisis management preparedness that allows your
staff to coordinate efficiently in country with the knowledge
that they are securely supported close by. With our rigorous
compliance models, we are ready to meet all regulatory
standards.

CRITICAL NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Africa is developing fast and Tutaré operational and protective
security solutions offer businesses a flexible partner with
country advice and reach to ensure the safe and effective
operation of personnel and assets in frontier and developing markets. We provide threat advisory services, security
risk management and on-the-ground protective services
to ensure continuity of operations in adverse climates. Our
expertise in Telecoms and Roads projects offer a multitude of
solutions aimed at protecting your equipment and materials.

OIL & GAS
We fully understand the complexities of modern oil field
operations and the importance of maintaining flexibility.
Tutaré security management solutions are designed to
optimize operational readiness and promote productive
working conditions and overall quality of life for oil and gas
personnel in a cost-effective manner. Our experienced
professionals work to understand and incorporate project
requirements and desired outcomes in a bespoke solution that ensures seamless operations and addresses
threats to oil & gas facilities.

CONSTRUCTION
Our professional security management consultants and
security officers provide companies who are concerned
about their large construction projects which may be in a
high-risk, threat-based environment. We develop customized and efficient security solutions with the right balance
of on-site security officers, mobile guarding services and
technological security solutions. We can provide threat
analysis, construction security training, operational planning, construction emergency response planning, project
vulnerability assessments, and technical security services.

GOVERNANCE
& COMPLIANCE
HIGH STANDARDS
Tutaré Group standards are based upon integrity, transparency and respect whilst ensuring that good governance and
best practice underpin all the Company’s business activities.
We take pride in the high standards and quality of support
that we provide and operate under a processed Quality
Management system which conforms to ISO9001:2015
Quality Management System. Our management system in
addition conforms to ISO31000:2018 – Risk Management
Principles and Guidelines. The process effectively covers
all areas of operations and are facilitated by a robust and
diligent auditing, checking and management review process.

